scanners
It is estimated that 6.8 million people in the
United Kingdom are mobile workers, which is
22% of the 31.2m UK working population. Many in both the private and public sector - no longer
go to a place of work: rather, they are working
from home or mobile, and that trend is forecast
to increase. Mobility is, increasingly, a feature of
our working lives – but many of us still need the
tools we would use in the office.
An example is scanners. Despite the trend
towards paperless communications, they’re
still invaluable for a host of applications. The
advent of powerful, flexible, portable scanners
means that photographs, invoices, manuals or
magazine articles can be captured whether
you’re in a customer’s office or on the move
– to your Android or Apple phone perhaps,
for emailing to a colleague. For schools and
colleges, portable scanners can be invaluable in
project work.

Visioneer
Xerox Mobile Scanner

Kodak
i1190WN
Desktop Scanner
More than one person can use a
wireless network scanner. They’re
great for collaborative work spaces or
small workgroups!

Portable Scanner
The Eye-Fi card wirelessly transfers PDF and
JPG images to your PC, Mac, Android, iPhone,
iPad or the cloud.

Brother
Network Desktop Document Scanner
Wireless Tech.
Wireless 802.11b/g/n

Desktop Scanner
This scanner’s Wi-Fi allows you to directly
email to cloud accounts without the need for a
PC or any existing cables.

Wireless Tech.
Wi-Fi

Visioneer
Mobility Scanner

Meanwhile, office-based scanners benefit from
the freedom, flexibility and cost-effectiveness
of Wi-Fi technology, making them ideal for
deployment in collaborative work spaces where
space is at a premium and cable clutter needs
to be minimised.

DID YOU KNOW?
The global document scanner market
is expected to grow at a Compound
annual growth rate of 14% between
2016 and 2020.
The worldwide portable scanner
market will be worth more
than $1,300 million by 2019.

Portable Scanner
Eye-Fi uses your wireless network to
effortlessly transfer scans to your computer
and over 25 online destinations.

Document Scanner
Scan straight to your mobile device,
meaning you don’t have to carry customers
documents away with you.

Wireless Tech.
Wireless
802.11b/g/n

Document Scanner
Capturing and sharing business critical
information has never been easier. With true
wireless, it’s easy to streamline your document
management process.

Wireless Tech.
Wireless
802.11b/g/n

Document Scanner
Share information across teams and
departments with minimum user involvement.
NFC enables simple and timely workflow in and
around the office.

Wireless Tech.
LAN

Avision
MIWAND 22

Brother
ADS-3600W
Wireless Tech.
Wireless
802.11b/g/n

Avision
AD240
Document Scanner
Use Avision’s Network Box, to scan and
receive image data directly from scanner
to your device or PC.

Product
of the Year
2016

Document Scanner
Deliver a better customer experience and
faster decision making. Efficiently batchcapture documents directly at the point-ofsale with cloud connection.

Wireless Tech.
Eye-Fi® Card
(optional)

Brother
ADS-1100W

Kodak
i1150WN

Canon
DRC225W

Wireless Connectivity

Wireless Tech.
Wireless
802.11b/g/n,
Wi-Fi Direct™

Wireless Tech.
Wireless IEEE
802.11g, Wi-Fi
Direct, NFC

Mobile Scanner
Experience the efficiency and
convenience of a truly mobile scanner!
Finally, a mobile scanner that allows you
to scan without a computer or software.

Wireless Tech.
Wi-Fi

for more information call 01379 649395 or visit us at www.midwich.com
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